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"MY LUCKY DAY": LEARNING TO READ WITH 
PHONICS IN FIRST GRADE 
by 
Elizabeth A. Franklin 
In the last thirty years, the role of direct and explicit phonics instruction in beginning 
reading programs has been subject to a continuing debate. Recently, with the publication 
of Becoming a Nation of Readers (Commission on Reading, 1985) and Marilyn Jager 
Adams' Beginning to Read: Thinking and Learning About Print (1990), commissioned by 
the Department of Education through the Center for the Study of Reading, both of which 
recommend early and systematic phonics instruction, the debate has intensified. In fact, 
recent issues of both The Reading Teacher (February, 1991) and Language Arts (March, 
1991) devote a substantial portion of their space to commentary about the implications and 
controversy surrounding Adams' publication. 
The purpose of this paper is to argue against the use of systematic, school-wide 
phonics programs for all children. My argument, however, will not be developed by citing 
hundreds of research projects which have studied some small part of literacy learning (the 
approach taken by Adams [1990]); rather, my critique will be based on what actually 
happens when real children are asked to learn to read ( or to learn not to read as the case 
may be) in a phonics-based program. For me, the issue of phonics instruction is never a 
simple issue of whether children learn specific decoding rules. Intensive focus on sounds 
and letters is completely inappropriate for beginning readers, often resulting in children 
developing reading disabilities. This point has already been well argued in other articles 
(See Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1987; Harste, Burke & Woodward, 1984; Holdaway, 
1979; Phinney, 1988). Instead, what this paper will argue is that phonics instruction often 
seems to carry with it additional instructional practices that are also harmful to children and 
detrimental to their development. These practices include a focus on using "sound it out" 
or "ask the teacher" as the two primary strategies children use when reading unknown words, 
a lack of concern for reading for meaning or for teaching strategies that encourage children 
to use context, and a lack of concern with children's personal meaning and response to the 
story. Children who are forced to "sound out" words without the use of context, who 
repeatedly wait for help from the teacher, and who are not encouraged to build their own 
meaning about a text are learning to read the hard way. 
The following transcript excerpts are taken from two consecutive reading lessons 
taught in May in a first grade classroom in a school district that used a reading basal with 
a strong phonics orientation. The children, given the pseudonyms of Antonio, Mario, Maria, 
David, Carlos, and Pablo, are bilingual and Hispanic (all speak Spanish at home), are in the 
lowest reading group in their classroom, have trouble with phonics and, according to school 
and teacher, have not learned to read well in first grade. Several of these children, in fact, 
will repeat first grade. 
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Although this transcript only presents portions of two lessons, they are representative 
of the children's storyreading group experience. I observed this teacher over a period of six 
months and for almost every reading lesson the teacher focused on teaching children explicit 
sound/symbol relationships. In several lessons prior to and subsequent to this storyreading 
session, the children learned the two sounds the double "o" makes, as well as learning 
and/or reviewing the phonogram "in," the blends "pr" and "tr," and the hard and soft "g." 
They also continued an ongoing review of long and short vowel sounds. In fact, most of the 
instructional time in reading was spent on learning phonics rules and completing worksheets 
to maintain the children's understanding of the rules. The particular children had a great 
deal of trouble with these rules. In fact, Mario and David had had so much trouble with 
them and with reading itself that in mid-year they were moved from the second lowest 
reading group down to the lowest reading group. 
This transcript is taken from a storyreading session, rather than a phonics instruction 
lesson, because it demonstrates the way in which phonics programs negatively influence 
many aspects of learning to read in school. The tremendous concern with getting children 
to learn specific rules and read accurately overrides any teacher focus on personal response 
to literature, authentic interactions about text meanings, as well as any child control of 
actual reading strategies. The end results are painful and arduous encounters with stories. 
In the following transcript, the teacher introduces the children to a new basal story, 
"My Lucky Day," a play loosely based on the fable of the tortoise and the hare. The teacher 











We are going to switch parts through this. First of all, who can read the title 
of the story? (1) 
Me! (2) 
As soon as Maria finds it. O.K., Maria. Can you read the title of the story? 
(3) 
My (pause) (4) 
I know what it says there. (5) 
My Lucky Day ( 6) 
My Lucky Day (7) 
My Lucky Day (8) 
My Lucky Day. How many of you have ever had a lucky day before? Have 
your ever had a lucky day before? What happened? (9) 
Lots of them. (10) 
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Teacher: Have you? I have lots of lucky days, too. (11) 
Carlos: I have a whole bunch of lucky days. (12) 
Teacher: In this story . . . (13) 
Mario: You do not (this is in response to Carlos' comment that he has a lot of lucky 
days). (14) 
Teacher: In this story, a rabbit and a turtle (15) 
Mario: race (interrupts her) (16) 
Teacher: are going to have a race. (17) 
Carlos: a race (18) 
Mario: I know who's going to win. (19) 
Teacher: Now, which animal do you think is faster? (20) 
Carlos: I know, the turtle. (21) 
Mario: The turtle. (22) 
David: The turtle. (23) 
Teacher: The turtle? (24) 
Carlos: The turtle's going to win. (25) 
Teacher: Wait a minute. Wait a minute. Did you hear my question? Which animal do 
you think is faster? (26) 
Carlos: The turtle. (27) 
Teacher: The turtle is faster? (28) 
Mario: The rabbit? (29) 
Teacher: The rabbit is faster. So which animal do you think should win? (30) 
Maria: I know. (31) 
Teacher: Maria. (32) 
Carlos: The rabbit. (33) 
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Maria: The rabbit. (34) 
Teacher: It seems like the rabbit. (35) 
Carlos: No, the turtle. (36) 
Mario: The turtle's going to win. (37) 
Teacher: You guys looked at the pictures so you know how it's going to end. (The 
teacher assigns roles to the students for the reading.) (38) 
Now, when you see the word rabbit, written right here in dark letters, are we 
supposed to read it? (39) 
Carlos: No. ( 40) 
Teacher: We read it to ourselves, silently. To see if that is the word, to see who is going 
to say that part. So, Antonio, you may be the rabbit on the first page. (41) 
Antonio: (reads) He comes, here comes (pause) (42) 
Mario: turtle (43) 
Teacher: turtle ( 44) 
Antonio: turtle. This is my lucky day. Now, I have fun. Come and run with me (pause) 
(45) 
Mario: turtle ( 46) 
Teacher: O.K. Let him try first. O.K., Mario? You may follow. (47) 
Antonio: We come, we can run to (pause) (48) 
David: the ( 49) 
Antonio: the schoolhouse. I'm going to (pause) (50) 
David: win (51) 
Antonio: win (52) 
Teacher: O.K., Mario and David. I know that you've already read the story before. But 
this is the first time they've read the story. Now the first time that you read it, 
did Mrs. Smith and did I give you chances to try and figure out the words 
yourselves? It's fun to look at words and try to figure them out, what they are 
yourselves ... so please give them a chance. Don't talk when somebody else 
is reading. I will ask you to help them if they need help. O.K.? I will ask you 
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to help them if they need help. O.K.? So what's going to happen on this day? 
Pablo? (53) 
Pablo: A race (54) 
Mario: Race (55) 
Teacher: Who's going to race? (56) 
Pablo: The rabbit and the turtle. (another student answers with him) (57) 
Teacher: And how far are they going to race? (58) 
Mario: The school house. (59) 
Teacher: The school house. O.K. (60) 
The lesson continues with several other students reading. 
Mario: Rabbit, rabbit, will you stop and help me? My, my truck is in here. I mean 
there. (61) 
Pablo: I'm not stopping now, cat. It's my lucky day. Then I'm going to wun. (62) 
Teacher: To what? (63) 
Mario: Win. (64) 
Pablo: Wun. (65) 
Teacher: Win. Can you see [ih]? win (66) 
Pablo: Win. (67) 
Teacher: Good. Boy, I like the way you read the beginning of that "It's my lucky day" 
(Pablo had read this with emotion). 0.K. Good. Cat. (68) 
Mario: (reads) (69) 
Teacher: O.K. What does the rabbit say to that? (70) 
Pablo: There, my, this (71) 
Teacher: That's (72) 
Pablo: That's your pocal (73) 
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Teacher: That's your what? (74) 
David: Pe ro blem (75) 
Pablo: Proco (76) 
Teacher: Problem (teacher carefully pronounces it) Problem (says it carefully again). 
(77) 
Several 
Children: Problem (78) 
Teacher: Can you say problem (carefully pronounces it)? (79) 
Pablo: Oh! Problems. (80) 
Later on, another student is reading. 
Antonio: You are (pause) really a big help, help, turt, turt (81) 
Teacher: Turtle. Can you read that, Antonio? This word, turtle? (82) 
Antonio: (pause) (83) 
Teacher: Repeat what I say. Turtle. (84) 
Antonio: Turtle. (85) 
Teacher: Does it look like the word turtle? It begins with a t. You see the r. Do you 
hear an r in the word turtle? What sound do you hear after the r? [Tur][t] 
(86) 
Antonio: t (87) 
Teacher: What then? Turtle. (88) 
Antonio: 1 (89) 
Teacher: 1. O.K. Go ahead. (90) 
The next day the students are reading the rest of the story. This is an excerpt from the 
following days' oral reading. 
Carlos: 
Teacher: 
Don't go (pause) (91) 
Look at the other letters in the word. Say the sounds of all the letters that you 















What else do you see? What's the third letter? (94) 
r (95) 
Uh huh. Can you say a t and then an r? What comes after the r? Look at the 
word! (The teacher says this with an annoyed tone in her voice.) What comes 
after the r? (96) 
t (97) 
And what comes after the t? (98) 
1 (99) 
O.K. Can you say all those letters in that order? [t] [r] [t] [l] (The teacher 
makes the sounds very slowly.) Now say them together. (100) 
(says something like turtle) (101) 
Turtle. Can you read the sentence again? I forgot what it said. (102) 
Don't go, turtle. (103) 
Good, continue. (104) 
In this transcript, it is evident that several of the children are having a difficult time 
reading the story. Although there were sections of the story that were read fluently by some 
children ( and these sections are not reproduced here), other children struggled a great deal 
as evidenced by numerous pauses, frequent partial starts on words, and difficulty predicting 
and confirming unknown words. In fact, on the entire reading of the story on the first d~y. 
there were 22 miscues. Over half of the miscues (13) involved either the teacher or another 
child giving the reader an unknown word or the reader trying unsuccessfully to sound out 
the word resulting in a partial word or a nonsense word. In either case, the child was not 
"successful" at creating a meaningful text on his/her own. Antonio, for example, pauses 
every time he comes to words he does not know (see lines 42, 48, 50), expecting others to 
help him. Pablo, on the other hand, tries to sound out words, but ends up with nonsense 
words (lines 62 and 73). 
On several occasions, the teacher tried to help children sound out words. Usually 
this occurred after a child had already been given a word ( e.g., win, turtle). The teacher 
pointed out the short i sound, [ih], in line 66, and several of the sounds for "turtle" in lines 
84-90. On the reading of the story the next day, the teacher again tries to help another child 
sound out "turtle," but without first giving the child the word. However, even with spending 
time pointing out each letter, and having the child say each letter and combine the letters 
together, the teacher still ended up giving the child the word (lines 92-102). 
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Regardless of whether the child waits for others to give him the word, or struggles 
to "sound it out" himself, the child is failing at the task. In the case of several of these 
Hispanic children, this type of failure in reading occurred on a daily basis. Over time, the 
children began to dislike reading and to define themselves as non-readers. 
The emphasis that phonics places on accurately reading letters and words, rather than 
sentences and stories, contributes to both of these types of dysfunctional reading behaviors. 
When there is a heavy focus on getting words "right," children often learn to not read for 
meaning (Goodman et al., 1987; Phinney, 1988; Weaver, 1988). The numerous miscues on 
the word "turtle" clearly demonstrate this phenomenon. The introductory although brief 
discussion of "My Lucky Day" raised the issue of a race between a turtle and a rabbit before 
the children read the story, children were assigned the role of a turtle, there was a picture 
of a turtle on almost every page of the text, and this word itself is quite salient visually. The 
fact that Antonio missed the word twice on the first day of reading and that Carlos missed 
it on the second day, despite the story, sentence, and word contexts that had been previously 
established, suggest that these children are not accustomed to reading for meaning. They 
are not even thinking about what word would make sense in the passage. 
When readers read for meaning, they utilize background knowledge as well as context 
of the situation, story, page, and sentence, along with visual clues, to read (Goodman et al., 
1987; Weaver, 1988). Children who are reading for meaning predict words using context, 
including pictures, skip words until they have more context, reread phrases and sentences, 
and substitute words that make sense. Children reading for meaning also self-correct when 
things do not make sense (Goodman et al., 1987; Weaver, 1988). Teachers who are 
encouraging children to read for meaning model the use of context, the use of pictures, self-
correction, and monitoring one's reading for meaning (e.g., "Does it make sense?"). 
Although there were examples in this transcript when some of the children did self-correct 
(line 61), the main strategies children had for reading unknown words were "ask the teacher" 
and "sound it out." Both of these strategies were learned and practiced daily in the low 
reading group. Neither of these strategies focused on meaning. 
The classroom teacher did believe that children had to read for meaning. When 
children substituted nonsense words or read a sentence that did not make sense in the story, 
the teacher usually corrected the children, but she never provided nor encouraged them to 
use meaning-driven strategies, nor did she ever correct them by asking, "Did that make 
sense?" Thus, she never modeled for them the range of strategies that proficient readers 
use. When discussing Antonio, in particular, the teacher acknowledged the difficulty he had 
figuring out unknown words when he read. She said, 
... if he doesn't know a word, he'll first look at me to see if ... mouth is 
going through the motions because it usually is. But I learned not to do that 
about a month ago. He'll look first at me to see if I'm saying the word. Then 
he'll stare at the picture. He'll move his hands away from the book and look 
for the picture. If there's no picture, then he'll stare at something else. He'll 
just sit there and stare. And I think what he's doing is trying to recall where 
he saw that word before and draw it up in his mind and attack what the word 
is rather than attacking the word by the sound of the letters. And I don't 
-- -- ------ --- --- --
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know whether that's because he doesn't have a good foundation in 
sound/letter association, or, I'm not sure what it is ... he just doesn't have 
the good foundation to lean on to be able to decode the word, and that he's 
just trying to recall it when he's starting, after he looks at the picture. 
The teacher is confused about why Antonio has so much trouble reading. ("I'm not 
sure what it is"), but she also feels that Antonio does not have "the good foundation to lean 
on to be able to decode the word." She seems to feel uneasy about his looking at pictures 
or trying to recall where he has seen the word before rather than use sounding-out 
strategies. 
According to this teacher, Hispanic, bilingual children especially benefit from explicit 
and direct phonics instruction (expressed as being able to verbalize the rules of phonics) in 
order to be able to decode automatically. Because they do not have the foundation in 
English, phonics instruction is seen as an especially appropriate way to provide an adequate 
foundation. She states, 
A child needs to be able to verbalize the rules of phonics to assure proficiency 
in processing new words ... For an Anglo child, ... because they are getting 
the backing necessary . . . the reinforcement, hearing the word spoken 
correctly in most cases ... they don't need to be able to verbalize the rules 
of phonics ... I think that it's more easily recognizable and usable to them. 
Whereas, low English readers, where they do not have a lot of good language 
spoken in the home or they just don't talk that much, or whatever, and 
bilinguals, where they don't have a lot of English spoken anyway, I think that 
they should be able to use, to verbalize the rules of phonics. 
The teacher, thus, although aware of the problems with reading and decoding that 
the Hispanic children had, never questioned the appropriateness of phonics for them and 
for learning to read. Instead, she argued that "these" children (low English and bilingual) 
needed to be able to verbalize the rules of phonics. For this reason, she spent most of her 
reading instruction time on phonics even though the children failed at phonics every single 
day. Likewise, when the children were actually reading, she tried to get them to apply 
decoding rules by pointing out which letters and sounds to use. Over time, these children 
learned they could not read, learned not to use meaning-driven strategies, and learned to 
rely exclusively on either sounding it out or asking the teacher. As they failed, their family 
and home background was blamed. 
There are alternatives to this failure, but these alternatives do not start with the 
premise that phonics is the overreaching focus of the program. The reading of predictable 
books, in which children naturally attend to visual cues while reading for meaning, and the 
use of supported multiple readings of stories, in which children gradually learn to attend to 
visual clues while simultaneously reading for meaning are two such alternatives (Holdaway, 
1979; Phinney, 1988; Rigg & Allen, 1989; Schickedanz, 1986). Likewise, writing workshops 
in which children use invented spelling as they compose is another alternative which focuses 
on meaning. Many classroom-based research studies have documented that non-native-
English-speakers can and do read and write for meaning, and in doing so, gradually refine 
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their understanding of forms, functions, and conventions of print, including sound/symbol 
relationships (Edelsky, 1986; Hudelson, 1984; Rigg & Allen, 1989; Rigg & Enright, 1986). 
These alternatives help children experience success, while simultaneously helping them learn 
to read efficiently and effectively. What the ·teacher does not yet understand is that those 
readers who in fact process print in an automatic way also use context more effectively than 
those readers who struggle with reading. It is the effective use of context, not exclusive skill 
at decoding, that separates highly proficient from less proficient readers (Clay, 1982; 
Weaver, 1986). 
The second problem associated with the use of systematic school-wide phonics 
programs is the lack of attention given to the personal meanings that readers create as they 
read. The previous section of the paper argued that the focus on decoding overrode any 
emphasis on reading for meaning. This section will argue that not only is there no emphasis 
on reading for meaning, there is essentially no emphasis on either comprehension of the 
entire story ( e.g., What was the story about?) nor on a reader's personal response to and 
interest in reading a story (e.g., How did you feel about this story? Did you like it? Why? 
Are you like the characters? Would you have done the same thing as they did?). The 
reason there is so little emphasis on comprehension and response is that teachers are too 
busy getting "through" the skill work and getting poor readers through the story. The end 
result is that children learn that reading is not a personally meaningful activity and, worse 
yet, that their personal meaning does not matter at all. 
The transcript of the storyreading session begins with several activities that are 
normally utilized to build background and interest in the story as well as provide a 
framework for understanding and responding to the story. The teacher asks a child to read 
the title (line 3), briefly asks the children to discuss the lucky days they have had (line 9), 
provides a one sentence summary of the story ("In this story, a rabbit and turtle are going 
to have a race," lines 15, 17), and poses two questions, "Which animal do you think is 
faster?" (line 20), and "Which animal do you think should win?" (line 30). 
The discussions of lucky days and which animal was faster, both designed to elicit 
personal response, did not work well in this lesson. The teacher did not take time to really 
discuss the lucky days the children have had; in fact, her acceptance of simple yes or no 
answers indicates that the question about lucky days was perfunctory, not really important 
to facilitating a response to the story. 
There is a lengthier exchange over the two questions ("Which animal do you think 
is faster?" "Which animal do you think should win?") that the teacher asks just prior to 
initiating the reading of the story, but this exchange is also counterproductive to the 
development of a personal response for several reasons. The teacher asks questions that 
assume the children have no background for this story. It would be logical to assume that 
if a rabbit and a turtle were in a race, the rabbit would win because it is faster. The teacher 
probably asked these questions so that when reading the story the children would be 
surprised at the unusual twist of events. However, most of the children in the group want 
to answer a different question ("Who is actually going to win the race?") because they are 
quite familiar with this fable, because some have already read this particular story, and 
because they have looked at the pictures. The knowledge the children already have about 
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the story is precisely what would motivate them to want to read the story. In addition, their 
knowledge, if they have the expectation that they are to use it, will support their reading for 
meaning. Because the teacher does not accept their knowledge, expressed by her verbally 
telling them to listen more carefully, her repeating of the question (line 26), her questioning 
them about the appropriateness of their responses (lines 24, 28) and her admonishing them 
about looking ahead at the pictures (line 38), the children are learning that their ideas do 
not matter when reading and learning. This contributes to children like Antonio and Carlos 
not being able to read the word "turtle" when they encounter it in the story. This 
phenomenon of children "guessing" at a teacher's meaning and ignoring their own has been 
documented in several types of classroom learning situations (Edwards & Furlong, 1978). 
The teacher's quick approach to introducing the story is also associated with phonics 
programs in several ways. First, and to repeat, the emphasis on decoding, with a 
tremendous amount of instructional time devoted to the teaching of sound/symbol 
relationships, indirectly pressures teachers to focus on small units of the text itself, rather 
than the personal responses of the children to the text. Within a phonics-based reading 
program, there is no perceived need to develop and encourage children's responses to 
stories; the only aspect of the reading process that is evaluated is ability to decode words. 
The second aspect of this lesson that results indirectly from phonics programs is the 
excessive teacher control of meaning. This control develops for several reasons. In large 
part, because phonics by definition involves the explicit teaching of specific sound/symbol 
correspondences, the teacher has to "transmit" this information directly to children and has 
to monitor carefully to make sure the information is learned effectively. For these reasons, 
most of the exchanges will be patterned around teacher questions, student response, and 
teacher evaluation of student response, the dialogue exchange essentially represented in 
lines 20 through 38. As other educators have already pointed out, this pattern of teacher-
student talk always gives preference to the teacher's meaning rather than the children's 
(Edwards & Furlong, 1978). Because phonics programs are interested in transmitting skill 
knowledge, they are not interested in the children's own meaning, including children's 
personal conceptions of the graphophonemic system. 
The teacher's insistence that children answer her particular questions also causes the 
children to "fail" another aspect of the reading lesson. Not only can the children not 
succeed at reading "words," they also cannot succeed at answering teacher questions about 
the content of the story. In addition, these children in the "low" reading group had a 
difficult time completing their work on schedule, did not stay on task when working, and 
would argue quite a lot with each other during reading time. In the transcript of the lesson, 
the argument that developed between Mario and Carlos over whether Carlos, in fact, had 
a lot of lucky days, is an example of the kinds of interactional problems the teacher had with 
this group. They were rarely supportive of each other's meanings, they constantly 
interrupted each other, and they competitively said the words that other readers were having 
trouble with. As Eder (1981) and McDermott (1976) have pointed out, these types of 
behaviors are learned behaviors in low reading groups. The evolving cycle of failure, 
coupled with teacher expectations and attitudes about the children, encourage negative 
group interactions. The longer children are in these low groups, the worse their behavior 
becomes. They are learning how not to be a good reader, how to "mean" in ways that are 
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counterproductive to their success in reading. Again, the phonics program is responsible for 
this because children like the ones in this classroom are being asked to fail on a daily basis. 
Conclusion 
The analysis of this storyreading lesson demonstrates the negative side effects which 
phonics programs have on the reading and learning of children. Because there is such an 
instructional emphasis on learning discrete sounds and letters, teachers also tend to focus 
exclusively on sounds and letters when teaching children to read stories and other texts. As 
the transcript of the first grade lesson indicates, very little instructional time was spent 
discussing either the meaning of the story or the children's response to the story. Instead, 
the teacher focused her instructional time on helping the children correctly read the words 
in the story. The phonics orientation heavily influenced how these children were taught to 
read the words. They were expected to decode the words by applying learned sound/symbol 
relationships. When they had difficulty sounding out unknown words, although often they 
did not even try, the children were usually given the words either by other children or by 
the teacher. Very rarely were the children encouraged to read for meaning or to try 
strategies which tied to the use of context. The end result was daily failure and a lack of 
success with reading. As I said at the beginning of the paper, it is never a simple question 
of whether children need to learn phonics or not. Instead, we need to ask what else 
children are learning, what kinds of negative reading behaviors, attitudes, and expectations 
are being encouraged as a result of a phonics program. The answers to these questions will 
help us withstand the pressure to adopt phonics programs and insist instead on beginning 
reading experiences that stress children's construction of personal meaning and the 
utilization of meaning-driven reading strategies. 
* * * 
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